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Introduction
Complex systems science is making substantial contributions to the study of biological
systems, and has made a substantial contribution to the new field of systems biology.
Systems biology focuses on the systematic study of complex interactions in biological
systems using an integrative rather than reductionist perspective. One of the goals of systems
biology is to study, model, and understand new emergent properties of biological systems
from a complex systems perspective [1, 2]. This integrative approach to biology is generating substantial benefits in facilitating study of larger more complicated systems, providing
improved understanding of nonlinear system properties, and provides an ability to model
systems at appropriate levels of detail where the model is matched to data density and
research questions. Various aspects of systems biology have been reviewed recently [3 –
11]. Chemistry has lagged behind most other disciplines in adopting complex systems
approaches, possibly because it has largely been a reductionist science, and reductionist
approaches have been very successful. Adopting a complementary complex systems approach to chemistry will build on this success to study more complex matter.
Paradigm Shifts
Chemistry focuses on the synthesis and properties of relatively small sets of molecular
species but is now increasingly embracing the generation and study of larger, more diverse
systems of molecules [12]. Chemistry is becoming increasingly multidisciplinary, embracing
important new research fields where chemistry, physics, biology and materials science
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overlap. Emerging research fields such as nanomaterials and self-assembly will benefit from
an integrative, complex systems approach that is complementary to the reductionist methods
that characterize the discipline of chemistry [13]. Reductionist and deterministic concepts
like proteins and ligands as rigid ‘lock and key’ systems, cells as molecular machines, and
proteins as relatively rigid structures are increasingly at odds with new spectroscopic data,
computational experiments, and high throughput experimental results. An adaptive, dynamic
description of small molecules (chemistry), and larger molecules (biology but now increasingly chemistry) is required. As Kurakin elegantly states [14], there is a global crisis of the
mechanistic, deterministic paradigm in life sciences that a complex systems description of
molecular processes can resolve. In his classic work on the nature of scientific revolutions,
Kuhn states that the success of a dominant paradigm brings about its own crisis and
necessitates a paradigm shift, as the advances in technology and methods lead to a widespread accumulation of experimental data that cannot be readily explained and accommodated within the existing conceptual framework [15]. Kurakin’s papers give some diverse
and important examples of these [14, 16 – 20].
This paper is not intended to be an exhaustive review of complex systems and their
application to chemistry, rather a summary of the main concepts, important areas of application, and examples in an important area of overlap between chemistry and biology. The first
section reviews the major elements of complex systems science from a chemistry perspective, summarizes the relatively small research effort in chemical complex systems, and
indicates where a complex systems approach is likely to provide substantial benefit to
new and existing chemical and biological challenges. By analogy with systems biology,
we and others define the integrative study of very complicated chemical systems using the
tools and concepts of complex systems science as systems chemistry, a term first employed
by von Kiedrowski to define the chemical origins of biological organization [21]. Ludlow
and Otto published the first review of systems chemistry as a subject in 2008 [22], although
Whitesides noted the need to apply complexity concepts to chemistry in 1999 [12]. The
second section of the paper focuses on the importance of scale in efficient modelling of
complex systems, and discusses how Bayesian methods can be used to choose an appropriate level of scale for models. One of the most exciting new areas of chemical and
biological research is the understanding and molecular control of stem cell fate for use in
regenerative medicine. Complex systems tools and concepts are providing a novel, complementary approach to understanding and controlling stem cell fate. The third part of the paper
illustrates how this complexity can be applied to modelling processes driving stem cell fate
decisions.

Complex Systems
Complex systems science is a rapidly growing new paradigm for understanding and modelling extremely complicated systems (physical, social, economic, biological etc), and for
discovering common mechanisms in apparently diverse phenomena. They generally exhibit
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nonlinear dynamic behaviour caused by many interactions among the system components,
and have so-called emergent properties that are difficult or impractical to understand or
predict from knowledge of the components from which the system is constructed. Some
complex systems can evolve in ways that are very sensitive to initial conditions. This
behaviour can be described by nonlinear differential equations. Examples of complex systems are found in virtually all disciplines of science – from molecular self-organization and
self-assembly to weather patterns, social systems, ecosystems, electricity grids, economies,
and more esoteric properties like self-awareness, emotion, and life itself. Complex systems
have been reviewed extensively in the recent literature [23 – 39]. Although there is still some
debate about properties exhibited by complex systems, most exhibit a number of important
properties that distinguish them from simple systems.
Criticality and nonlinearity
Complex systems often undergo an abrupt change in properties when a threshold value of
some system parameter is crossed. This event is analogous to a phase transition that results
from component interactions within the system switching from local connectivity to global
connectivity. Many complex systems exhibit this type of behaviour, which is characterized
by order and stability below the critical point and instability and chaos above the critical
point. Phase transitions, crystallization, and alignment of magnetic domains in materials are
common examples of systems exhibiting critical behaviour. Cramer and Booksh published
one of the few reviews on chaos theory applied to chemistry, and list several interesting
classes of chemical systems in which chaotic behaviour occurs [40].
Autocatalytic systems, which abound in chemistry and biology, are examples of nonlinear
systems. The most familiar example of this type of behaviour is the complex spiral pattern
observed in the BZ (Belousov-Zhabotinsky) reaction (Fig. 1). Although often observed as
temporally varying series of patterns, reactions of this type also generate spatial patterns.
Reaction-diffusion processes have been proposed as a mechanism for pattern formation in
animals (e. g. tiger stripes), as a mechanism that generates body plans during embryogenesis.

Figure 1. Spiral waves in
BZ reaction
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Self-organization and self-assembly
Interactions between large numbers of components may generate self-organized and selfassembled structures. Unfortunately, these terms are used in different ways in different
scientific disciplines, and are even used interchangeably. A simple way of distinguishing
them is to define self-assembly as a process that generates a structure that is in static
equilibrium and is thermodynamically more stable than its components, and the assembly
is driven by this energy difference [41]. Self-organizing systems increase their internal order
over time implying a decrease in system entropy, so that self-organizing systems cannot be
closed. The second law of thermodynamics requires energy transfers across the boundary
and there is a corresponding increase in the entropy of the environment in which the system
is embedded [33]. The self-organized structure is maintained in dynamic equilibrium and
decays if the energy source is removed. A recent paper discusses the relationship between
self-organization and self-assembly and gives examples of how these definitions apply
across multiple disciplines [41]. Examples of systems that are difficult to categorize and
that cross boundaries are also given. Understanding the mechanisms that underlie selfassembly and self-organization will enhance our ability to design materials and new technology for important fields such as nanotechnology, tissue engineering, and biomaterials.
Complex systems concepts and modelling tools provide additional methods for understanding the behaviour of these systems.
Emergence and scale
Reductionist methods typically attempt to explain how a system behaves by considering the
properties of the system components and their interactions. Complex systems approaches
highlight emergent properties of a system and allow very complicated systems to be viewed
at multiple levels of scale. Appropriate scales capture the emergent macroscopic properties
of interest, without requiring a full understanding of mechanisms at finer levels of detail. In
most cases, an ultimate fine-grained model of a complicated system is not possible because
of the difficulty of modelling at this level of scale and the large amount of information
required to build and validate such models. Generally, time, cost, or other resource limitations prevent this information becoming fully available. Complex systems often exhibit
properties that are self-similar or scale-invariant (fractal) [42 – 45]. Power law behaviour
in which a log-log plot of frequency versus magnitude of the property is linear, is observed
in a diverse range of physical and biological complex systems [36, 46, 47]. The slopes of the
power law graphs (the exponent of the power law) for different systems tend to cluster,
generating Universality Classes that may have common underlying mechanisms [48 – 50].
Clearly, emergence, scale and complexity are interrelated and, as they are difficult concepts
to define precisely, there is considerable latitude in how the concepts are employed across
multiple disciplines. Recent work has attempted to generate more precise, widely applicable
definitions for terms such as emergence, scale, self-assembly and self-organization [13, 41,
51, 52].
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Emergent, holistic properties of complex systems are usually the ones that we observe and
attempt to engineer. As they are generated by the relatively simple nonlinear interactions of
many system components, these emergent properties are to some extent unexpected or
surprising. Examples of emergent properties include the self-organized convection cells in
heated liquids (Fig. 2), the oscillation of species in predator-prey systems, and weather
patterns. Emergence and self-organization are intimately related, and recent work has described how emergence may be characterized in terms of self-organization [52].

Figure 2. Hexagonal, self-organized convection cells (Bénard cells) in a heated fluid.

Emergent properties can vary in their ‘depth’ [41, 52]. Simple emergent properties include
gas pressure resulting from the interaction between atoms or molecules and their environment. More deeply emergent chemical properties include the formation of entirely new
molecular species with novel properties when molecules participate in chemical reactions.
Physical properties of molecules (e. g. aromaticity) can also be considered emergent, as it is
very difficult or impossible to predict them from first principles given the properties of their
components (atoms) and the interactions in which these components participate. However,
emergent properties can often be predicted at a different level of scale (a coarser level of
description). For example, the pressure of a gas can be calculated using a dynamical
simulation that accounts for the speed and direction of many atoms or molecules, but is
more readily calculated at a coarser level of scale using the gas law [53].
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Networks and interactions
Networks are very important paradigms for understanding interactions in complex systems
as they are a compact way of describing interactions between components. They have been
extensively studied in many fields other than chemistry. If a complex chemical system
consists of components that interact in a directed or non-directed way, this can be easily
presented as a network or graph. Although graph theory has been long been applied to
chemical systems such as molecules, relatively little work has been done on how network
representations of molecules and chemical reactions can yield new insight into the properties
of molecules. In systems biology, network paradigms are widely used to understand genetic
regulation, signalling, and protein-protein interactions. There has been recognition recently
that an understanding of network properties is necessary to properly exploit biological
vulnerabilities and target drugs more effectively. Network concepts are therefore becoming
increasingly important in medicinal chemistry and their applications to drug design have
been reviewed recently [54 – 58].

Systems Chemistry
Compared to systems biology, the application of complex systems science to chemistry is
almost non-existent. This is surprising given that Ilya Prigogine was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1977 for work on nonlinear dynamical systems in chemistry that
helped to establish the foundations of complex systems science. Several other Nobel Prizes
have been awarded for research relating to self-assembling systems (Crick, Watson and
Wilkins, Medicine 1962; Krug, Chemistry 1982, Lehn, Chemistry, 1987) that build on
complex systems frameworks. Clearly, Watson, Crick and Wilkins’ work on understanding
the structure and self-assembly of DNA led to a paradigm shift in our understanding and
revolutionized the fields of biology and medicine. However, their work had a relatively
smaller impact on chemistry, a discipline that is well equipped to describe the interactions
that control DNA’s structure. A few other chemists, notably Testa, Kier and Belousov and
Zaboutinsky, explored complex behaviour in chemistry but the area did not develop in a
sustainable way and declined in prominence. In a sense, the field was ahead of its time, and
did not offer solutions to problems that reductionism could not tackle adequately. Within the
past decade, interest in applying complexity to chemistry has increased, and several workers,
notably Whitesides, have written seminal papers. Whitesides proposed that almost everything of interest in chemistry is complex, by the above definitions of complexity [12]. For
example a single step in a multistep synthesis involves ~1022 molecules of several types, a
myriad of interacting nuclei and electrons and ~1024 molecules of solvent. As such real
systems cannot be dealt with at the molecule level, synthetic chemistry has employed
approximations, rules, and heuristics. Complex systems paradigms can provide additional,
complementary methods for understanding and dealing with such immense complexity.
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Contemporary Chemical Research Where a Complex
Systems Approach May Be Relevant
Most of the interesting new areas of chemistry are discipline spanning, and will benefit from
a complementary complex systems approach.
Nonlinear dynamical systems and pattern formation
Nonlinear dynamical systems can exhibit chaotic behaviour, often modelled using differential equations akin to those describing chemical kinetics. Spatial and cellular automata
methods are being applied increasingly to dynamical systems. As discussed, some chemical
reactions can behave in this manner. Although the most recognised example is the BZ
reaction [59] (see Figure 2), many other dynamic, pattern-forming reactions such as the
Briggs-Raucher reaction are known. Recently, reaction-diffusion or oscillating reactions
have been used to generate novel materials such as a self-walking gel [60, 61].
Fractal materials
Systems that exhibit fractal or self-similar behaviour are found widely in nature – snowflakes, lightning, crystals, river networks, ferns, blood vessels and coastlines. Real world
objects show fractal behaviour over an extended, but finite, scale range [108]. Fractal
behaviour is common in nano-structured materials, where self-similarity provides unique
properties such as giant enhancement of nonlinear optical properties, and related effects that
underlie surface-enhanced Raman scattering [62]. Fractal effects are also important in electrochemistry [63].
Supramolecular polymers
Conventional polymers are linked by permanent covalent bonds. Supramolecular polymers
are a new class of polymers in which the linkages are reversible. The dynamic properties of
these materials open up the prospect of many new applications. The most important step in
developing practical supramolecular polymers was the discovery of the 2-ureido-4[1 H]pyrimidinone unit that could form four hydrogen bonds. This monomer has self-complementary allowing it to self-assemble into polymers with novel properties, such as the ability
to self-heal when cut [64].
Self-replicating systems
Self-replicating systems clearly exist in biology and there has been much speculation on the
types of autocatalytic systems that may have arisen on the primordial earth that may have led
to self-replicating molecules and life. Kauffman argued that a sufficiently large pool of
chemicals may be intrinsically capable of generating autocatalytic cycles and self-replicating
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molecules [65]. Seminal work by Wintner et al. showed how simple organic structures can
catalyse their own formation. Self-complementarity is the key to this autocatalytic behaviour
[66]. Design of self-replicating molecules is very difficult and progress in the field has been
slow. The recent review by Paul and Joyce summarizes progress in the area [67].
Artificial life
Artificial life and the closely related field of synthetic biology covers a range of research
areas, many of them intimately involved with chemistry. It spans synthesis of unnatural
organic molecules that function in living systems, through biomimetic chemistry that produces synthetic molecules that recapitulate the behaviour of natural analogues, to the greatest
challenge of recreating synthetic chemical systems that exhibit inheritance, genetics and
evolution. Recent reviews and papers by Benner, Rosen, and Cornish-Bowden provide a
summary of progress in artificial life [68 – 70].
Dynamic combinatorial libraries
Dynamic combinatorial chemistry is defined as combinatorial chemistry under thermodynamic control, in which all constituents are in equilibrium. The library members are therefore constantly interconverting via reversible chemical reactions. The composition of the
library can therefore be altered by changing factors in the environment [71]. For example,
dynamic libraries have been exploited in drug discovery. When members of the library
interact favourably with a biological target, the composition of the library shifts and results
in enrichment of compounds that bind to the target protein. The environment can therefore
‘select’ or enrich the library with compounds that are more ‘fit’. Given the enormous size of
drug-like chemistry space, dynamic combinatorial libraries offer a more efficient method of
exploring this space to identify novel drug leads than covalently bonded combinatorial
libraries. The technique is currently limited by the small number of reversible reactions that
are biocompatible.
Evolutionary methods
Genetic algorithms and genetic programming are also evolutionary, adaptive tools that are
finding increased applications in chemistry and biology. Genetic algorithms are very efficient methods for exploring vast search spaces such as those involved in protein folding, or
drug-like chemical space. When applied to chemistry, they involve a string representation of
a molecule or molecular property (e. g. a SMILES string, torsion angle list etc), a mutation
operator (e. g. swap one atom type or functional group for another, add or delete an atom or
functional group, change a torsion angle etc), and a fitness function (e. g. biological activity,
desired protein fold etc). The algorithm generates families of mutants that are assessed by
the fitness function. The fittest are retained and less fit discarded. The cycle repeats starting
with the fittest individuals from the previous cycle, and stops when some criterion is
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matched. They have been used to find optimum sets of molecular descriptors for modelling
of drug activity, for searching chemical databases for leads [73 – 75], and for optimising
combinatorial libraries [76], discovery and optimisation of new catalytic materials [77 – 79],
design of peptide mimetopes [78, 79], multiobjective optimisation [80, 81], synthesis planning [82 – 85], and in many other chemical applications.
Drug targeting
Interactions between molecules (e. g., drugs and proteins, proteins and DNA, etc.) in living
systems can be described by networks. Very recently, network approaches have been applied
to understand why the efficacy of new drug discovery is declining [54, 55, 86]. It has long
been recognized that almost all drugs hit multiple targets, which is problematic as it leads to
off-target effects and toxicity. Drugs are often designed to hit a specific target that is
presumed to induce the desired phenotypic change, but it has only recently been appreciated
that the robustness of biological networks resists such perturbations and may allow systems
to adapt to minimize the impact. If we understand the robustness of biological networks, we
could better engineer drugs to hit multiple intentional targets to affect the best outcome.
Supramolecular, self-organizing and self-assembling systems
Self-assembling, supramolecular, and self-organizing materials are currently of considerable
interest to chemists [87 – 90]. New research fields of nanoscience and smart materials aim to
design materials and molecular devices that can be assembled from the ‘bottom up’ rather
than ‘top down’. Chemical or biological materials have been shown to undergo self-assembly, although a complete understanding of assembly mechanisms is still lacking, making
design challenging. Self-assembly has been applied to electronic device manufacture [91],
viral capsid modelling [92], nanoparticle assembly [93 – 95], peptides self-assembly, nanotubes, glycolipids, carbohydrates, polymers, crystals [94, 96 – 101], and many other materials[30]. Aberrant self-assembly provides the mechanism for many protein folding diseases
such as prion and Alzheimer’s diseases, amyloidoses, cataracts, and diabetes [102, 103].
New complexity-based tools, such as agent-based models, have an increasing important role
to play in design of self-assembling materials [13, 104].
Self-organization also applies to chemistry but is less prominent in the chemical literature
largely due to the tendency of many authors to describe self-assembly as self-organization[39]. Most examples of true self-organization involve biological systems because they
are invariably open [33, 105, 106]. A chemical example (although biology-based) is the
dynamic instability of microtubules [107]. Formation of microtubules involves a spontaneous self-assembly of tubulin, but the dynamics of the process also involves disassembly
using energy librated when tubulin hydrolyses GTP (tubulin is an enzyme as well as
structural protein) [108]. An example of a self-organized tubulin structure is given in
Figure 3.
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Cram and Lehn conducted seminal work on self-assembly, establishing the field of supramolecular chemistry involving the generation of complex structures from reversible noncovalent bonds These structures exploit hydrogen bonding, metal coordination, hydrophobic
forces, van der Waals forces, p-p interactions and electrostatic effects [109].

Figure 3. A self-organized self-assembly of microtubules.

Mescoscale Modelling – Choosing the Correct Scale
Some complex systems appear to be ‘computationally irreducible’, raising the question of
how we model emergent properties of such systems. Recent work on diverse complex
systems suggests sparse, mesoscale, or ‘coarse grained’ models, that omit most of the detail
and concentrate only on the essential pattern forming process, can provide a path forward.
Choosing too low a level of detail (too coarse) results in models that have a limited ability to
generalize, and can predict only broad features of the system. Choosing a too detailed level
of scale produces more complicated models but requires much more data. As many modelling exercises are data limited, overly complex models pose problems for parameterisation,
validation, and they are prone to overfitting.
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Biologically, coarse graining of sensory information is essential so that organisms can
function without being overloaded. For example, in the visual system the eye does substantial feature selection and classification before information is sent to the brain. If mesoscale
descriptions can adequately model the essential (emergent) properties of complex systems,
how do we find the correct level of scale that matches the usefulness of the predictions to the
availability of data? We adopt two approaches, one specific for biology and one more
generally applicable.
Sparse feature selection and modelling
Generically, mesoscale models can be generated using sparse feature selection methods that
select in a context-dependent manner, the most relevant aspects of the system under study.
Prominent of these are Bayesian methods like expectation maximization algorithms, described elegantly by Figeuiredo [110].
Neural networks are another adaptive, learning method that is finding increased application
in chemistry and biology [58, 111 – 116]. Neural networks are algorithms that learn patterns
or associations between mathematical representations of objects and emergent properties of
systems that are comprised of, or interact with these objects. An important area where neural
networks have contributed to complexity-based modelling of chemical systems, is in QSAR
and chemometrics. Neural networks have been used widely in chemistry and pharmacology
for finding relationships between molecules and their biological or physicochemical properties. They have an inherent ability to model a complex system at a sufficiently coarse
grained scale that matches the model complexity to the availability of data. This is particularly important in medicinal chemistry, which is often data-poor [12]. Neural networks are
platform technologies that have been used to model a myriad of emergent properties of
chemical and biological complex systems, such as drug target activity [117 – 121], drug-like
(ADME) properties [122 – 126], immune modulation [127, 128], physicochemical properties
[129 – 136], toxicity [112, 137 – 142].
Mesoscale models of regulatory interactions
Although there is vigorous debate [143] about the architecture of biological networks, many
are scale-free due to the intrinsic robustness of such architectures. Mesoscale models of cell
regulatory networks can be derived by focusing on key network hubs and genes controlled
by these hubs that are relevant to the biological process under study. Mesoscale regulator
models can represent many types of interacting components in biology. In gene regulation,
the hubs represent the set of genes most relevant to a particular biological process such as
differentiation, apoptosis or self-renewal. Mesoscale regulatory networks can be deduced by
a ‘bottom up’ reductionist analysis of gene microarray data, or data from other experiments
such as chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP). An alternative ‘top down’ approach is to
generate ‘blank’ mesoscale networks that are subsequently trained to recapitulate
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experimental data or predict the outcomes of new experiments. The latter approach was first
described by Geard and Wiles, and is a substantially novel analogue applied to modelling of
quantitative gene regulation in C. elegans embryogenesis [144, 145]. The approach is
illustrated in Figure 4.
This coarse-grained approach to cell differentiation allows us to rise above the details of
biochemical experiments to produce a map or ‘fate matrix’ of cell behaviour that reflects the
integration of multiple layers of complexity in cellular processes. Given a set of target genes
that characterize each cell embryogenesis pathway, a mesoscale regulatory network model
can be trained using gene microarray data, so that its output mimics changes in gene activity
as cells divide and/or differentiation. Once trained, the network architecture and weight
matrix represent a coarse-grained model of the regulatory network controlling cell fate. Each
gene in the model interacts with the weight matrix, reflecting the fact that the transcription of
a gene is the result of integrating the cell’s biochemical state rather than the action of any
single gene product. One set of master genes (i. e. one expression state) regulates the
transcription of the cell’s genes, leading to a new state. We aim to annotate these mesoscale
models with experiments identifying regulatory interactions, to produce a model of sufficient
detail to understand and control cell fate [146].

Figure 4. Recursive neural network structure, showing how the regulatory genes and
relative position index control the expression levels of genes in the various cells in the
lineage.
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Modelling Stem Cell Fate Decisions
Complex systems science coupled with interdisciplinary approaches provide scope to integrate the many different layers of complexity that characterise complex biological systems.
Hence, important areas of research such as stem cell biology a growing literature views stem
cell function within the framework of a complex adaptive network, rather than the traditional
deterministic and reductionist approach that focuses on single stem cells [147]. We summarize several areas where sparse methods have been applied to build mesoscale models of
properties of stem cell or related multipotent cells.
Stemness genes in human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)
Laslett et al. isolated sub-populations of embryonic stem cells that differed slightly in their
degree of ‘stemness’ (pluripotency) [148]. The experiments aimed to identify genes that
maintained pluripotency in hESC and those that drive early commitment to other lineages.
Flow cytometry was used to select a small set of pluripotent hESCs using fluorescent
antibody markers whose expression correlated with the pluripotency marker Oct4. This very
stemlike subpopulation was further sorted into hESC populations at four, graded, very early
stages of differentiation (P4-P7) (Fig. 5). Gene expression microarrays were generated from
each of the populations. Sparse Bayesian feature selection algorithms identified a small
number of markers that correlate with the pluripotency of the hESCs, and were classifier
genes with a putative key role in the maintenance of pluripotence. They could achieve this
classification with high statistical significance, suggesting the genes played a prominent role
in stemness.

Figure 5. Flow cytometric experiments identifying the four classes of hESCs.
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Erythroid differentiation
Welch and co-workers recently reported experiments on estradiol-induced differentiation
along the erythroid pathway over 30 hours [149]. This trajectory starts from the late burstforming unit-erythroid stage and progresses to the orthochromatic erythroblast stage. Estradiol was used to trigger the expression of the gene GATA-1, initiating synchronous differentiation in the population. Microarrays were generated for populations of cells at each time
point during the experiment. Five classifier genes were found that correlate with the stage of
differentiation down the lineage. These genes were highly reliable markers for the differentiation process, and are likely to play an important role in regulation of the erythroid
pathway.
Mesoscale network modelling of mouse embryogenesis
We modelled murine embryogenesis from the zygote to the blastocyst stage (Fig. 6) using a
‘top down’ mesoscale regulatory modelling framework.

Figure 6. The lineage diagram for mouse embryogenesis. Cell labels are shown.

Hamatami et al. measured the expression level of genes in carefully prepared samples of
cells from the unfertilized egg to the blastocyst using gene microarrays [150] (see Figure 6).
We modelled 135 genes from the mid-preimplantation gene activation (MGA) cluster for
each cell type in the embryogenesis pathway. We first trained the model using the gene
expression targets for each of the 135 genes in the cell types at the seven time points. We
then assessed the ability of the model to predict gene expression in cells in the pathway. The
mesoscale regulatory network model recapitulated quantitative gene expression profiles
within the cell lineage surprisingly high fidelity. We also generated models that predicted
expression in cells at an intermediate point in the lineage (interpolation) and at the end of the
lineage (extrapolation) when these were not used in training.
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Figure 7 summarizes these predictions. Figure 7A shows how well the model is able to
recapitulate the quantitative expression levels of all genes in all cells in the training set.
Figure 7B shows the most stringent test where the expression levels of the last three cell
divisions in the trajectory are predicted from a model trained on the first four cells in the
lineage. While the error is substantially higher than in the single cell expression prediction,
the predictions nevertheless have high statistical significance.

Figure 7. Predicted versus experimental log2 fold expression levels for genes in the
seven cell types. (A) Training set. (B) prediction of 8-cell, morula and blastocyst
expression for model trained on first 4 cells in embryogenic pathway.

Why sparse models work
Our sparse feature selection methods and mesoscale regulatory models support the common
observation that a relatively small number of factors control the fate of stem cells – as few as
three to six. Hart et al. also illustrated a similar sparse transcription factor requirement when
modelling the yeast cell cycle transcription network [151]. They initially used 204 transcription factors to model the temporal variation of genes across the cell cycle. They pruned their
network models progressively, removing the least relevant transcription factors in turn, and
monitored the performance of the model. They found a gradual and limited degradation in
model performance until five transcription factors remained, after which the performance of
the model collapsed (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8. Performance of neural network model of temporal variation in gene expression during cell cycle. Note the dramatic drop in performance when the number of
transcription factors is 5 or less.

Conclusions and the Future
The evolution of chemistry away from manipulation of single molecules towards description
and manipulation of complex systems of molecules is one of the key driving forces for
embracing systems chemistry. In this way, the move to the study of more complex matter
may counter intuitively generate new types of problems that are sufficiently simple when
viewed in a complexity framework that they can be tackled in an analytical sense [12]. We
have arrived at Kuhn’s crisis of the dominant paradigm in chemistry, a period that is always
followed by an exciting period of extraordinary research and new discoveries [14]. However,
we can only achieve this by recognizing the opportunity and acting on it. Ludlow and Otto’s
call for chemists to embrace complexity and recognize systems chemistry is a very timely
challenge to expand this important new paradigm for understanding chemical problems [22].
Chemists may finally capitalize on the powerful but in some respects premature possibilities
that the Nobel Laureates presented to us, and move more rapidly into the exciting worlds of
new chemistries, materials, and biology.
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